
Technical Information
F 1

11/2017

Product list

Safety advice:
The products are suitable for professional use only.
It cannot be ruled out that this product contains particles < 0.1 µm.
The data contained in this publication are based on our current knowledge and experience. In view of the many factors that may affect processing and application
of our products, these data do not relieve processors from carrying out their own investigations and tests; neither do these data imply any guarantee of certain
properties, nor the suitability of the products for a specific purpose. Any descriptions, drawings, photographs, data, proportions, weights etc. given herein are
for general information purpose only; they may change without prior information and do not constitute the agreed contractual quality of the products (product
specification). The latest version supersedes all previous versions. You can obtain the latest version from our website at http://techinfo.glasurit.com or directly from
your sales partner. It is the responsibility of the recipient of our products to ensure that any proprietary rights and existing laws and legislation are observed.

 

BASF Coatings GmbH - Automotive Refinish Coatings Solutions Europe - Glasuritstrasse 1 - 48165 Münster - Germany

Body Fillers BF Hardeners Reducers

Glasurit® Multi Purpose Body Filler 839-20/20K 948-36
948-52

Glasurit® Fine Body Filler 839-25 948-36

Glasurit® Soft-Body Filler 839-55 948-36
948-52

Glasurit® Universal Body Filler 839-70/70K 948-36
948-52

Glasurit® Multi Brushing Body Filler 839-85 948-36 max. 4% 352-10, -50

Glasurit® Plastic Body Filler 839-90 948-36

Glasurit® Glass fibre body filler 901-21 948-36

Glasurit® UP-Spray Filler grey 1006-26 948-22

Primers P Hardeners Reducers

Glasurit® 1K Anti-corrosive Primer 183-30

Glasurit® Etch Primer Filler 283-150 352-230

Glasurit® 2K SF Primer 285-26 929-26 352-50
352-91

352-216

Glasurit® 1K-Plastics Primer 934-0

Glasurit® 1K Plastic Adhesion Primer 934-10
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Primer Fillers PF Hardeners Reducers

Glasurit® UV Primer filler grey 151-170

Glasurit® 1K Primer Filler 176-72 93 E3

Glasurit® 1K Express Primer Filler
light grey

183-70

Glasurit® Etch Primer Filler 283-150 352-228 352-50
352-91

Glasurit® Primer Filler Pro, white 285-230 929-58 352-50
352-91

352-216

Glasurit® Primer Filler Pro, grey 285-270 929-58 352-50
352-91

352-216

Glasurit® Primer Filler Pro, black 285-290 929-58 352-50
352-91

352-216

Glasurit® HS Primer Filler, grey 285-505 929-55
929-56

352-50
352-91

352-216

Glasurit® HS Primer Filler, black 285-555 929-55
929-56

352-50
352-91

352-216

Glasurit® HS Primer Filler, white 285-655 929-55
929-56

352-50
352-91

352-216

Glasurit® Primer Filler 285-700 929-55
929-56

352-50
352-91

352-216

Glasurit® Primer Filler, white 285-730 929-55
929-56

352-50
352-91

352-216

Glasurit® Primer Filler, black 285-790 929-55
929-56

352-50
352-91

352-216
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Primer Fillers PF Hardeners Reducers

Glasurit® Epoxy Primer Filler grey 801-72 965-60 352-91
352-216

Glasurit® 2K Plastic Primer Filler 934-70 929-56 352-50
352-91

Fillers and Surfacers F Hardeners Reducers

Glasurit® HS Transparent Sealer 285-0 929-55
929-56

352-50
352-91

352-216

Glasurit® HS VOC Non-Sanding
Filler, light grey

285-31 929-55
929-56

352-91
352-216

Glasurit® HS VOC Non-Sanding
Filler, white

285-38 929-55
929-56

352-91
352-216

Glasurit® HS VOC Non-Sanding
Filler, black

285-49 929-55
929-56

352-91
352-216

Glasurit® HS VOC Tintable Filler,
transparent

285-95 929-55
929-56

352-50
352-91

352-216
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Topcoats T Hardeners Reducers

22 Line Glasurit® HS 2K Topcoat 22-HS 929-91
929-93
929-94

352-50
352-91

352-216

22 Line Glasurit® HS 2K Topcoat
VOC

22- VOC 929-31
929-33
929-34

352-50
352-91

352-216

22 Line Glasurit® HS 2K Topcoat
VOC MC600

22- VOC MC600 929-61
929-63
929-64

352-10
352-30
352-50

55 Line Glasurit® Basecoat 55- 352-50 
352-91 
352-216

Glasurit® 55 Line Basecoat velvet
silver II

55-9190 929-HS 
929-VOC

Glasurit® Basecoat 55- Limited
Edition 55- Magic Collection

55- 352-50
352-91

352-216

90 Line Glasurit® Basecoat 90- 93-E3

Glasurit® Basecoat 90- Limited
Edition 90- Magic Collection

90- 93-E3

Glasurit® 90 Interior Color System
Metallics/Solids/Pearl Effects

90-IC 440 93-IC 330 352-50
352-91

352-216
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Clears C Hardeners Reducers

Glasurit® HS Clear VOC 923-35 929-31
929-33
929-34

352-91
352-216

Glasurit® MS-Clear extremely
scratch-resistant

923-43 929-76 352-91
352-216

Glasurit® HS Clear scratch resistant
VOC

923-45 929-31
929-33
929-34

352-91
352-216

Glasurit® MS Extra Matt Clear 923-55 929-31      929-91
929-33      929-93
929-34      929-97

352-91

Glasurit® MS Clear matt Flexible 923-58 929-31      929-91
929-33      929-93
929-34      929-94

929-97

352-91

Glasurit® HS-UV-Clear 923-109 929-91
929-93
929-94

352-50
352-91

352-216

Glasurit® HS Universal Clear VOC 923-115 929-31
929-33
929-34

352-91
352-216

Glasurit® HS Racing Clear VOC 923-135 929-31
929-33

352-50
352-91

352-216

Glasurit® MS-Racing Clear 923-144 929-91
929-93

352-50
352-91

352-216

Glasurit® MS Clear 923-155 929-91
929-93
929-94

352-50
352-91

352-216
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Clears C Hardeners Reducers

Glasurit® HS Multi Clear 923-255 929-91
929-93
929-94

352-50
352-91

352-216

Glasurit® HS Multi Clear VOC 923-335 929-31
929-33
929-34

352-91
352-216

Glasurit® HS Clear scratch-resistant
VOC

923-447 929-31
929-33
929-34

352-91
352-216

Glasurit® HS Clear ultra scratch-
resistant VOC

925-2002 929-2002 352-91
352-216
352-370

Glasurit® HS Clear fast-drying VOC 923-610 929-61
929-63
929-64

352-10
352-30
352-40

Glasurit® HS Clear universal VOC 923-625 929-61
929-63
929-64

352-10
352-30
352-40

Glasurit® HS Clear superior gloss
VOC

923-630 929-61
929-63
929-64

352-10
352-30
352-40

Glasurit® HS Clear scratch-resistant
VOC

923-645 929-61
929-63
929-64

352-10
352-30
352-40
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Miscellaneous X Hardeners Reducers

Glasurit® Blending Clear 55-B500

Glasurit® Tri-coat Additive 90-M5 93-E3 
93-E3 lang

Glasurit® Blending Clear 90-M50 93-E3 
93-E3 lang

Glasurit® Guide Coat black 581-90

Glasurit® Cleaner 700-1

Glasurit® Degreasing and cleansing
agent

700-10

Glasurit® Coagulating powder 700-7

Glasurit® Stone chip and underbody
protection

1109- 90-VE

Glasurit® Blend-in Reducer 352-450

Glasurit® Spot-Blender 352-500

Glasurit® Spot-Blender - aerosol can 352-500 AE
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Additives Z Hardeners Reducers

Glasurit® plastic additive 522-10

Glasurit® Brush- and Roll Additive 522-78

Glasurit® Soft face Additive 522-111

Glasurit® HS Flexible Matting agent 522-322

Glasurit® Texture additive Fine 522-345

Glasurit® Racing Additive 523-15

Glasurit® Anti-silicone additive 580-100

Glasurit® Hardener 929-

Glasurit® HS Topcoat Hardener / HS
Filler Hardener

929- HS

Glasurit® Hardener VOC 929- VOC


